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RIIINO 
black rhinos in Kenya (now 410), 
Namibia (450) and South Mrica 
(760) have been slowly recovering. · 
The explanation for most of the 
successes is simple: sufficient 
manpower to enforce the laws, and 
strong government commitment. 

'Zimbabwe's stock of 
rhino horn would fetch 
more than $5 million, 
which could be used for 
rhino protection.' 
But that's at the black-market rate. 
If legalisation worked the way its 
proponents say it would, then 
Zimbabwe's present 2.675 tonnes 
would be worth a lot less. As for 
making a regular income through 
dehorning, the horn only grows 
about 6cm a year, and anyway, it 
costs $1,000 to take the horn off a 
live rhino. Also, in Zimbabwe, 
proceeds from sales would go to 
the central treasury, not the parks 
department. An alternative way of 
raising $5 million would be for the 
park entrance fee of $1-$2 to be 
raised for foreigners to at least $10, 
comparable to fees in Botswana, 
Kenya, Tanzania and Zaire. 

'Flooding the market with 
legal horn would lower 
the price and thereby 
reduce the incentive for 
poachers.' 
Such is the level of poverty in 
Mrica that prices would have to go 
very low to cut into the pittances 
poachers are paid by middlemen. If 
the price of rhino horn were to 
drop by 50 per cent tomorrow, 
Zambian poachers would still be 
crossing into Zimbabwe because, 
to them, it would still be worth it. 

At the CITES meeting in Japan last 
March, when Zimbabwe and South 
Africa sought (unsuccessfully) to 
legalise the rhino-horn trade, their 
argument was based on the 
concept of 'sustainable utilisation' 
and their desire to apply it to every 
species. This was accompanied by 
the dark warning that if something 
new wasn't tried, by the time of the 
1994 CITES meeting there might 
not be any rhinos left to protect. 

It's tempting to wonder if the 
Zimbabwe delegates had some idea 
of the fall in numbers then. No 
nationwide rhino census has been 
carried out since 1989, but the 
well-organised parks department 
does keep computerised records, 

::u and they show that 238 rhino 
~ carcasses were counted in 1991 
~ (plus 20-30 per cent for missed 
] ones) and 96 in the first seven 

months of 1992. They also 
show that the number of 
poaching incursions from Zambia 
has increased sharply, from 57 in 
1990 to 166 in 1991 to 130 in the 
first seven months of 1992. 

Almost all rhino poaching in 
northern Zimbabwe is carried out 
by teams from Zambia, and the 
Zambian economy has been 
plummeting faster than ever 
recently, making it easier for 
middlemen in Lusaka to recruit 
hunters (many of them Angolan 
refugees) and harder for the 
government to pay for patrols, 
vehicles, boats and spies. Because 
of the drought, the economy is 
failing in Zimbabwe, too, and 
restructuring by the International 
Monetary Fund has meant that the 
parks department has had to lay 
off 264 game scouts -lowering the 
morale even further among the 
remainder, already war-weary from 
eight years of intense fighting 
against poachers. 

The urgency of this situation ijas 
led the UN Environment 
Programme (UNEP) to give 
Zimbabwe emergency funds to 
bolster anti-poaching activities. 
Success will depend on improving. 
the intelligence-gathering network, 
hiring more trained and motivated 
men, offering rewards to boost 
morale and moving more rhinos 
into safe sanctuaries. Changes in 
legislation are also needed, so that 
revenue made by the parks 
department stays there, instead of 
going to the central government. 

UNEP's executive director, 
Dr Mostafa Tolba, has appointed a 
special envoy for rhinos, to collect 
up-to-date information from 10 
countries in Africa and Asia. He 
has also called for a meeting of all 
the countries that have rhinos -
the so-called range states - to ask 
donors for money. 

Pressure is mounting for 
resumption of legal trade, but it 
must be made clear to its 
proponents that the rhino's 
immediate problems simply 
couldn't be solved by legalisation: 
under CITES, trade couldn't even 
be restarted before 1995 at the 
earliest. The practicalities are such 
that sustainable utilisation of rhino 
horn could not legally take place 
for some time, and the urgent need 
is for action now. The advocates of 
legal trade must understand that 
their proposal is only distracting 
attention at this critical stage, 
when solutions are needed 
immediately. 
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